MacEwan House
Originally constructed in the mid 1800s, with further additions and renovations in 1915, 1950 and 2005, the completed building now houses Visual Arts Mississauga's Great-West Life Heritage Studio & The Riverwood Conservancy's MacEwan Field Station.

MacEwan Barn
The stone foundation and timber sections date back to 1840. Renovated in 2006, the barn is used today as an accessible classroom and camp lunchroom by Riverwood tenants.

Visual Arts Mississauga
A Mississauga Urban Design award-winning building, clad in natural stone to complement neighbouring MacEwan House.

Parker/Chappell House Gardens
Natural landscape surrounding Parker/Chappell House frame tiered gardens with all-season interest and a lily pond.
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RIVERWOOD is a special place in Mississauga where history, nature and art blend together to create a peaceful and memorable outdoor experience. A unique 60 hectare (150 acre) urban oasis located in the centre of the city, Riverwood reflects the vast natural, agricultural and cultural history of Mississauga. Here visitors can enjoy more than 475 species of plants and animals. Walk on scenic woodland trails, relax in beautiful and accessible gardens, visit an art exhibition or join a fine art class. Take in all that nature has to offer.